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Last November the worldwide media reported what may have been the first murder by
radioactive poisoning in “a case that has all the mystery and menace of a political thriller” [1, 2]. The
victim, 43-year-old Alexander V.Litvinenko, a former Russian KGB officer and outspoken critic of
the Kremlin, died on November 23, 2006 in London from the ingestion of polonium, spreading alarm
across the capital as police discovered traces of radiation in three places that the former spy had
visited. On his deathbed Litvinenko accused Russian President V.V.Putin of a “barbaric and ruthless”
[1] murder.
Polonium 210, an isotope of one of the rarest elements in the earth’s crust, is a difficult-toproduce substance about 250 million times as toxic as cyanide that emits 5,000 times more α-particles
than the same amount of radium. It is dangerous when breathed, ingested, or injected. A by-product of
the nuclear industry, it cannot be detected by normal radiation-detection devices so it should be
relatively easy to smuggle across borders.
This mysterious poisoning incident raises still debated questions on the availability of polonium
[3], its lethal amount [4], its transfer to the victim [5], and the contamination of people and
surroundings [6]. It also prompts us to examine a first conflict in the young science of radiochemistry
that arose more than a century ago when the discovery of polonium by Pierre and Marie Curie was
questioned.
In 1898, two years after (Antoine) Henri Becquerel (1852-1908) discovered “uranic rays,”
research on radioactivity shifted from physics to chemistry. In that year Pierre (1859-1906) and Marie
Curie (1867-1934) discovered two elements, in invisible quantities, that they identified solely by the
emission of the new radiations (Fig.1-3). In a first publication (April 12, 1898), Marie Curie recorded
that certain uranium-bearing minerals, in particular, pitchblende (Fig.4), emitted more rays (i.e., were
more active) than metallic uranium and concluded, “this fact is quite remarkable and suggests that
these minerals may contain an element much more active than uranium itself…” [7]. Three months
later, on July 18, 1898, this hypothesis was confirmed in a second publication, “On a new substance,
radio-active, contained in pitchblende” [8]. From a hundred-gram batch of the mineral, the team
separated by fractional hydrolysis and vacuum sublimation of sulfides (Fig.5) a compound that
accompanied bismuth during the procedure and carried an activity 400 times more intense than that of
uranium: “We believe that the substance we recovered from pitchblende contains a heretofore
unknown metal, similar to bismuth in its analytical properties. If the existence of this new metal is
confirmed, we propose that it be named polonium in honor of the native land of one of us” [8] (Fig.6).

Figure 1. The 1903 Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded one half to Antoine
Henri Becquerel (left) “for his discovery of spontaneous radioactivity”
and the other half to Pierre Curie (middle) and Marie Curie, née Sklodowska (right) “for their joint researches on the
radiation phenomena discovered
by Professor Henri Becquerel” (Courtesy, the Nobel Foundation)

Figure 2. Postage stamps honoring Becquerel and the Curies are numerous. Here are a few. From left to right. 1. France.
Henri Becquerel. Issued February 4, 1946. Scott Catalogue No. B202 (2 + 3 fr.). 2. Monaco. Pierre and Marie Curie. 90th
Anniversary of the Discovery of Radium. Issued July 14, 1988. Scott Catalogue No. 852 (150 fr.). 3. France. Marie Curie
with Evaporating Dish with Radium Glow. Issued October 23, 1967. Scott Catalogue No. 1195 (60 c.). 4. Cameroon. Pierre
Curie with Symbols for Radium and Polonium. Issued October 10, 1986. Scott Catalogue No. C336 (500 fr.). 5. Afars and
Issas. Marie Curie and Radium. Issued August 23, 1974. Scott Catalogue No. C86 (10 fr.). 6. Poland. Marie Curie and
Radium. Issued March 5, 1992. Scott Catalogue No. 3081 (3500 zl.). 7. San Marino. Marie Curie and RaA (Polonium).
Issued April 21, 1982. Scott Catalogue No.1025 (60 l).
(All Stamps, Courtesy, Foil A.Miller)

Figure 3. Pierre and Marie Curie in
their laboratory located in the basement
of the Parisian École de Physique et
Chimie Industrielles,
rue Lhomond (1898).
(Courtesy, Archives Curie
et Joliot-Curie)

Figure 4. Czechoslovakia postage stamp publicizing
Joachimstahl (Jachymov), the area in Bohemia where
pitchblende was first discovered and which was the source of
the ore used by the Curies. It features a radioactive burst, the
sun, and atom symbol. Issued August 29, 1966. Scott Catalogue
No. 1413 (60 h.). (Courtesy, Foil A.Miller)

Figure 5. Sublimation experiment of a
mixture of bismuth, lead, and polonium
sulfides, handwritten by Pierre Curie.
The symbol "Po" appears for the first
time in the Curies' laboratory notebook
on July 13, 1898, five days before the
publication of the discovery.
(Courtesy, Hélène Langevin)

Figure 6. Excerpt from the original text handwritten by Marie Curie and presented
to the Académie des Sciences by Gabriel Lippmann (1845-1921; 1908 Nobel physics laureate). (Courtesy, Archives
Académie des Sciences)
Figure 7. French postage stamp issued in 1998 to
commemorate the 100th anniversary of the discovery of
radium with a reproduction of Marie Curie's handwritten
inscription, "Le Radium."
(Courtesy, Jean-Pierre Adloff)

Figure 8. Cover page of Rudolf Fricke's
monograph on Julius Elster and Hans
Geitel, "youthful friends, high school
teachers, scientists by passion"

Figure 9. Cover page of Rudolf Fricke's monograph
on Friedrich Oskar Giesel, "Pioneer in research in
radioactivity, victim of his dedication to science"

This assertion about the element was unique in the history of chemistry. None of the criteria
required at the time were available: isolation of a pure compound, determination of the atomic weight,
and spectral analysis of the supposed element. Eugène Demarçay (1852-1904), the discoverer of
europium and an eminent authority on spectroscopy, could not distinguish any new characteristic lines
apart from those of the impurities. The Curies admitted, “this fact does not favor the idea of the
existence of a new metal” [8]. The amount of polonium in the sample was a few nanograms (10-9 g.),
obviously in at the time.
On December 26, 1898 the Curies announced the discovery of a second "strongly" radioactive
substance similar to barium [9]. Its activity in a final batch was 900 times that of uranium. This time
spectroscopic analysis [10] revealed lines that could not be assigned to any known element: “We think
this is a very serious reason to attribute it [the most intense line] to the radioactive part of our
substance. The various reasons that we have enumerated lead us to think that the new radioactive
substance contains a new element to which we propose to give the name radium” [9] (Fig.7).The
spectroscopic proof for the existence of radium eclipsed the discovery of polonium. From 1899 on,
P.Curie pursued investigations on Becquerel rays, and M.Curie worked on the chemical treatment of
uranium ores. Her obsession was the determination of the atomic weight of the new element. On
March 28, 1902 she obtained the value of 225.9 (A recent figure is 226.0254) from 120 mg. of pure
radium chloride, one million times more active than uranium [11].
The Curies’ discoveries provoked an immediate interest in Germany. Julius Elster (1854-1920)
and Hans Geitel (1855-1923), science teachers at the Gymnasium (high school) in Wolfenbüttel near
Braunschweig (Brunswick), learned of the discovery of polonium a few days after it was reported in
Paris. They immediately began to treat a sample of uranium ore taken from their collection of
minerals, and two months later they announced: “We were able to confirm the very interesting
discovery of Mr. and Mrs. Curie, namely that substances, which to a high degree have the property of
conferring electrical conductivity to air, can be separated chemically from Joachimsthal pitchblende”
[12].
Elster and Geitel maintained an avid interest in physics and over a period of 40 years published
about two hundred papers on electric conductivity of gases, atmospheric electricity, the photoelectric
effect, and radioactivity [13] (Fig.8). In radioactivity (about 40 publications) their work dealt for the
most part with properties of Becquerel rays and atmospheric radioactivity. They were the first to
suggest that radioactivity could not result from a chemical reaction, but rather from a transformation
on the atomic scale, while the Curies favored the absorption of cosmic radiations by heavy atoms such
as uranium and thorium. Experiments performed by the German team showed that the Curies’
hypothesis was “highly improbable.” In a letter of December 30, 1898 to his friend, Charles-Edouard
Guillaume (1861-1938; 1920 Nobel physics laureate), Pierre Curie acknowledged: “Elster and Geitel
are certainly persons who most thoroughly investigated the question of uranic rays (and that in a
foreign country!), and I would not be surprised if they soon produced excellent results” [14].
The two German friends reported the discovery of polonium to Friedrich Oskar Giesel (18521927), Chief Chemist at the quinine factory Büchler in Braunschweig [15] (Fig.9). Fascinated by the
finding, Giesel decided to search for the new element, a prospect that became even more challenging
after the discovery of radium. Thus began the career of the prolific, leading German figure in the new

field of radioactivity – a competitor and controversialist of the French team. Giesel realized
immediately, like Pierre Curie and at about the same time, that residues left after the processing of
uranium ores for the glass industry were a cheap and abundant waste that ought to contain the new
elements. In this respect Giesel was very fortunate. He acquired 10 kg. of uranium-free residues from
the chemical Company E. de Haën, located in List near Hanover. In his spare time he followed the
procedure described by the Curies and separated a strongly radioactive substance that, however, did
not behave like polonium and bismuth but instead accompanied barium. Using a further supply of 200
kg. of residues, Giesel confirmed the result and nearly anticipated the discovery of radium, but in the
meantime the Curies’ report was published.
On their side, in September, 1898 the Curies, who were close to running out of pitchblende,
turned to the Austrian Government for the purchase of residues from the uranium mines in
Joachimsthal. They received free of charge a first batch of 100 kg. of residues, followed by 1000 kg.
one year later. The Curies regularly purchased the material, and by the time of Pierre Curie's death
(1906) they had processed about 23 tons of residues with an estimated content of 12 g. of radium. This
figure may appear important. However, the Curies’ activities were largely surpassed by the German
production of radium. By mid-1899 Giesel had acquired 1000 kg. of residues from List and was
offering radium at a nominal price to anyone who wanted it. His products were much more active than
those of the Paris team. Thus he was the first to observe, among other phenomena, the self-luminosity
and color change of radium salts, the luminescence of Sidot blende excited by α-rays, and the
physiological effects of the radiations.
Giesel began an epistolary collaboration with the French couple. Thirteen letters addressed to the
Curies from December, 1899 to November, 1902 are known; unfortunately the replies were lost in the
destruction of the Büchler plant during World War II [14]. Meanwhile, Willy Marckwald (1864-1942),
Privatdozent at the Universität Berlin, a newcomer to the field, announced the discovery of
radiotellurium, supplanting polonium. One of the harshest controversies in the early history of
radiochemistry, which lasted four years, ensued.
Further work on polonium did not appear for several years. The Curies still had doubts about the
element whose existence they had announced hesitantly. Apart from the activity of the “pseudobismuth” considered as polonium, they could advance no other argument for its existence. In January,
1902, nearly four years after the discovery of the element, they stated: “Experiments over several
years show that the activity of uranium, thorium, and radium does not change with time, - and they
complemented this assertion in a footnote, - on the contrary, polonium makes an exception; its activity
decreases slowly with time. This substance is a kind of bismuth; it has not yet been proven that it
contains a new element” [16].
The Curies could not foresee how detrimental this last sentence would be with respect to their
discovery of polonium. They continued: “It differs in several aspects from the other radioactive
substances: it does not emit radiations that are deflected in a magnetic field [which was wrong] and
does not produce induced activity [which is correct]” [16]. Giesel was quickly convinced of the
authenticity of radium, but like the Curies, he doubted the existence of polonium. Alluding to nonmaterialist theories of the origin of radioactivity [17], he asked the Curies: “Are you also inclined to
believe that the concept “polonium” does not correspond to a material reality, but results merely from
a displacement of ether?” [18]. At the 1900 International Congress of Physics in Paris, the Curies also
wondered: “Which is the source of energy of the Becquerel rays? Should it be sought inside the
radioactive bodies themselves or outside?” [19]. Giesel also observed the unexpected decrease in the
radioactivity of polonium. Furthermore, spectral analysis performed in Germany did not reveal any
line of the supposed element.
The element polonium became even more suspicious after the discovery of induced radioactivity,
that is, the process by which any substance in the close vicinity of radium became radioactive itself
[20]. Giesel then supposed that polonium was nothing other than “inducedly activated bismuth.” He
had dipped a freshly split fragment of bismuth into a solution of radium bromide. After a few days it
was intensively radioactive, giving off α-radiation, as expected for polonium [21]. He was joined by
the Curies: “One may wonder if radioactivity which is apparently a spontaneous phenomenon is not
merely an induced effect in certain substances” [22].
Pierre Curie himself, five years after the announcement of the discovery, admitted: “Of all
strongly radioactive substances, radium is the only one for which it could be proven unequivocally that
it contains a new element” [23]. The assignment of the position of the new element in the periodic
table does not seem to have preoccupied the discoverers. In 1898 the terminal part of the table was
unoccupied beyond 83Bi with the exceptions of 90Th and 92U. The new radioactive element followed
bismuth along the chemical treatment; thus it could be assumed that the two elements bore similar

chemical properties and should be close neighbors in the table. The only plausible position was that of
86Eka-Te, overlooked by the Curies, who had no reason to suppose that it was the missing analogue of
tellurium; as far as they knew, it had the properties of bismuth. In a Faraday Lecture before the
Chemical Society of London Dmitrii Ivanovich Mendeleev (1834-1907) expounded on still
undiscovered elements and predicted “in the series which contains Hg = 204, Pb = 206 and Bi = 208
there exists an element analogous to tellurium, which can be described as dvi-tellurium” [24]. In this
reasoning Mendeleev anticipated the properties of element 84 but mistook dvi-tellurium for ekatellurium.
At the end of 1901 Marckwald obtained from the chemical firm Richard Sthamer in Hamburg
several kilograms of residues from the treatment of Joachimsthal uranium ore with the goal of
separating radioactive products. He extracted about one percent by weight of very active bismuth
oxychloride (BiOCl) from the material. After several abortive attempts to separate the radioactive
component from bismuth by precipitation as attempted by the French team, he succeeded by using
electrolysis: The first metal that plated out was quite active, leaving most of the bismuth in solution. In
a still simpler experiment Marckwald dipped a polished bismuth rod into a hydrochloric acid solution
of the mixture; a thin film deposited spontaneously, and after a few days, the entire radioactive
component was separated, leaving the bismuth solution almost inactive [25]. This was the goal vainly
pursued by the Curies.
In a further investigation Marckwald showed that the radioactive substance was more
electronegative than antimony, suggesting that it belonged to the Se-Te group rather than to the Sb-Bi
group [26]. He succeeded in separating the activity from tellurium: “By processing 6 kilos of bismuth
oxychloride derived from about 2000 kg of pitchblende, I have recovered 1.5 g. of radiotellurium. The
metal was converted to the chloride, and the tellurium was precipitated with hydrazine hydrochloride.
The tellurium is still quite active at this point, but a single additional precipitation suffices to yield
almost inactive tellurium. The filtrate contains the active substance, still contaminated by bismuth, tin,
and some tellurium” [26].
After these experiments Marckwald's reasoning seemed sound: chemically, the element could not
be the Curies’ polonium; physically, the activity of his element remained constant, therefore it could
not be polonium. Encouraged by these observations, Marckwald “provisionally” named the new
substance “radiotellurium” [26].
Marckwald's “radiotellurium” was too much to accept for Marie Curie, who possessed a visceral
sense of ownership for polonium and felt outraged by the new name given to her element. “Frau”
Curie reacted vigorously in German to Marckwald's assertions [27]. Obviously, she regretted the
misfortunate (She wrote misinterpreted) words of the unlucky footnote [16], to which “Marckwald
gave a significance that they did not bear.” She said that the Curies never intended to suggest that
polonium was anything more than “activated bismuth,” but only that they had not yet been able to
prove that it was a new element. She was convinced that Marckwald's radiotellurium that was carried
by bismuth and that emitted easily absorbed rays was identical with polonium. The only difference
would be that “Mr. Marckwald's polonium did not suffer a decrease in activity” [27]. She warned that
only long-term measurements over months had shown the decay of the activity of polonium; one of
her polonium sources had taken 11 months to lose half of its activity, and she defied Marckwald to
prove the constancy of the activity.
Neither of the two authors was completely correct. The chemical properties of polonium were
undoubtedly those of Eka-Te. In early 1904 Frederick Soddy (1877-1956; 1921 Nobel chemistry
laureate) commented: “Prof. Marckwald states that the activity of his body [radiotellurium] is
permanent… this seems to be physically irreconcilable according to our present knowledge of the
nature of α-rays… It is to be hoped that Prof. Marckwald will give some account of the measurements
by which he has concluded that the activity of radiotellurium is constant… Most men of science will
agree with Mme. Curie in protesting against a new name given to polonium… The practice of
rechristening well-known bodies and sending them back to the country of their origin with new names
and as new discoveries, which seems to be prevalent among some German organic chemists, would, If
adopted in the case of radioactive bodies lead to the recognized number being exactly doubled” [28].
The situation was already confused enough with the increasing number of new radioactive species
found in uranium and thorium ore residues. Marckwald reacted immediately, protesting against the
insinuation and saying that he had already begun measurements before Soddy's suggestion [29]. The
controversy subsided in January, 1905 when Marckwald reported that radiotellurium decayed with a
half-life of 139.8 days [30]. One year later Marie Curie announced with great satisfaction that she had
found a half-life of 140 days with five specially prepared polonium sources, one prepared by her usual
method of fractional precipitation and the other four by the “very convenient” method used by

Mr.Marckwald: “This provides definitive proof that the body studied by Mr.Marckwald under the
name radiotellurium is identical with polonium” [31].
Eventually, in a final publication (June 1, 1906), Marckwald surrendered, proposing to replace the
name radiotellurium by polonium in the future [32]. However, before the sentence announcing the
decision, he insisted once again that the chemical properties of the radioelement were identical with
those of eka-tellurium. He concluded by quoting from Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet: “What's in a
name? That which we call a rose By any other name would smell as sweet” [33]. Nevertheless,
Marckwald was vexed and was unconvinced that the original polonium of the Curies was not a
mixture of radioactive species. For her part Marie Curie was still reluctant to acknowledge that
polonium was a homologue of tellurium: “By no means can one pretend that polonium exhibits the
reactions of tellurium rather than those of bismuth. To know its properties polonium should be
available in weighable amounts” [31].
The polonium quarrel paralleled a second French-German dispute, this time between André
Debierne (1874-1949) and Giesel [34]. Both parties claimed the discovery of a third radioactive
element in uranium ores, actinium for Debierne and emanium for Giesel. The argument that lasted
several years hampered the otherwise deferent attitude of Giesel towards the Curies. The only way to
settle the controversy was to compare the properties of the two supposed elements. After Giesel had
repeatedly and vainly invited Debierne to provide a sample of actinium and sent to Marie Curie part of
his own product, he decided to take the initiative and bring his emanium to Paris. This was the first
and last encounter between the French and German protagonists. The confrontation did not resolve the
dilemma, and Giesel deplored the stingy, condescending Parisian reception. Further experiments
confirmed the identity of the two radioactive products, and the story ended in 1907. Giesel stated, “I
shall not permit a disparagement of the discoveries that I made entirely of my own” [35], but most
historians now recognize Debierne as the discoverer of actinium. At least Giesel has his own post
mortem recognition with the engraving “Entdecker des Aktiniums” on his tombstone in Braunschweig.
Of course, the Curies were not happy with the suspicions. In a letter of September, 6, 1905 to
Waldemar Voigt (1850-1919) [36] Pierre Curie complained: “Madame Curie and I, as well as Mr.
Debierne, were very offended by the latest publications of Mr. Giesel and Prof. Marckwald. There is
only one radioactive element in the series of the Rare Earths, and this was discovered by Debierne,
who named it actinium. Mr.Giesel isolated the same element several years later than Debierne; he
called it emanium and asserted that Debierne's “actinium” did not exist. Nonetheless, we had informed
Mr. Giesel right from the beginning that his material was the same as that obtained by Debierne. Such
behavior coming from a man of such standing as that of Mr. Giesel is most unfortunate…. Moreover,
there is at present only one strongly radioactive element that can be precipitated by hydrogen sulphide.
Mr. Marckwald named his material “radiotellurium;” this product has exactly the same properties as
those of polonium, and we see no reason for striking out the name of the first strongly radioactive
element that we discovered. Arguments on questions of priority involve discussions that are unworthy
of men of science and we greatly regret that Messrs. Giesel and Marckwald oblige us to partake in
such matters” [14].
After the quarrel with Marckwald, Marie Curie was still not content. The isolation and
identification of polonium as an element remained to be accomplished. This was expected to be much
more difficult than for radium. The concentration of polonium in uranium ore is 4,000 times less than
radium, i.e., about 0.04 mg. per ton. The treatment of vast amounts of residues of uranium ores could
not be pursued in the miserable shed where the Curies alone separated enough radium for the
determination of the atomic weight of the radioelement.
In 1904 the French industrialist Émile Armet de Lisle, whose factory in Nogent, near Paris, would
soon provide radium for medical use, began to collaborate with Marie Curie. De Lisle benefited from
Marie Curie's technical suggestions, and in return she profited from his large technical facilities. Paul
Razet, a chemist from Pierre Curie's École, investigated various methods for the concentration of
polonium. The selected procedure required several workmen at the Nogent plant; after nearly one year
Razet obtained about 200 g. of a poloniferous material 3,500 times more active than uranium [37].
Marie Curie and André Debierne pursued the concentration and eventually separated a few milligrams
of a very active substance containing 1 to 2 percent polonium, i.e., about 0.1 mg. of the element. The
spectral analysis revealed seven new rays, of which four could be attributed with certainty to
polonium. This was the definitive proof of the element, 12 years after its discovery. The authors
concluded: “We intend to measure the spectra again after the decay of polonium to ascertain the
identification of the rays. It is also hoped to see the spectrum of the element formed in polonium.
According to theory it could be lead” [38].

By 1910 three radioactive families of radium, uranium, and thorium were partially unravelled, but
the final (stable) product of the radium series was still in question. Sir Ernest Rutherford (1871-1937;
1908 Nobel chemistry laureate), one of the leading figures in radioactivity, wondered if the formation
of lead in the decay of polonium could be proven. He immediately acknowledged: “Apart from the
interest of obtaining a weighable quantity of polonium in pure state, the real importance of the present
investigations of Mme. Curie lies in the probable solution of the question of the nature of the
substance in which the polonium is transformed… It is a matter of very great interest and importance
to settle definitively if polonium changes into lead… The outlook is very promising that the
experiment of Mme. Curie and Debierne will settle this question conclusively” [39].
The Curies’ polonium was 210Po, the main natural isotope of the element, decaying with a halflife of 138.376 days to 206Pb, the stable end product of the radium family [40]. A number of other
isotopes appear in the natural decay series with short half-lives, precluding chemical studies. The tiny
amount of polonium recovered from uranium ores or from aged radium salts (0.2 mg. of polonium per
gram of radium at equilibrium) is still insufficient for the usual chemical research. Until 1944 all the
work on the element was conducted at the trace level. With the advent of nuclear reactors with intense
neutron fluxes the transmutation of bismuth to polonium became economically feasible [41]. The
reaction is currently used for the production of milligram quantities of polonium, and the radioelement
is no longer extracted from uranium ores. The chemical behavior of polonium and its compounds is
that expected for an eka-tellurium element, as Marckwald anticipated with his “radiotellurium”.
One of the difficulties of working with 210Po is its high specific activity of 1.66x1011 Becquerel
per mg. The intense radiation of milligram samples quickly decomposes most organic complexing
agents and even the solvents. Crystal structures of solids are quickly destroyed or altered. For this
reason it would be desirable to work with an isotope of lower specific activity. Bismuth bombarded
with protons in a cyclotron produces a mixture of 208Po (half-life, 2.898 years) and 209Po (half-life, 102
years). The latter would reduce radiation effects about 600-fold, but the yield in terms of weight would
be far below the μg (10-6 g.) scale.
210
Po decays by emission of 5.3 MeV α-particles that are readily absorbed in thin walls. Sealed
sources are harmless and because of that are not detected with the usual control systems. The handling
of polonium requires special precautions. In terms of radiotoxicity it is one of the most noxious
radioelements in cases of internal contamination, i.e., when polonium is ingested or inhaled in the
organism. Acute or deadly accidents were reported when intense polonium sources became available
in research laboratories [42]. A related case occurred at the Curies’ laboratory in 1941. Sonia Cotelle,
a former technician of Marie Curie’s, inhaled a lethal amount of polonium dispersed after the
explosion of a distillation vessel. She died two weeks later. Irène Curie, who was standing behind
Sonia, was shielded by the body of her collaborator and felt no immediate harm.
Marie Curie could not foresee that polonium would lead to the discoveries of the neutron (by
James Chadwick in 1932), artificial radioactivity (by Frédéric Joliot and Irène Curie in 1934), and
nuclear fission (Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann in 1939), and thus to the emergence of the nuclear era
of mankind. Mixtures of polonium and beryllium were commonly used neutron sources, especially to
initiate a fission chain reaction in nuclear reactors and nuclear weapons.
In concluding his 1903 Nobel physics lecture, delivered belatedly on June 6, 1905, Pierre Curie
wondered: “Whether mankind benefits from knowing the secrets of Nature, whether it is ready to
profit from it or whether this knowledge will not be harmful for it” [43]. He had experienced wittingly
on himself the biological effects of radium [44], and he foresaw that its prolonged action could lead to
death: “It can even be thought that radium could become very dangerous in criminal hands” [43].
As we have seen at the beginning of our article, Pierre Curie's fear was recently confirmed in the
poisoning of Alexander V. Litvinenko, with polonium in place of radium. Marie Curie could never
have imagined this dreadful application of her polonium.
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